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1. INTRODucnON 
In this paper we will be concerned with defining three types of primitive sets in a 
connected graph. Halin [2] first introduced the notion of a primitive set of vertices in a 
graph. Holding a subset A of the vertex set of a connected graph G fixed as an "origin", 
we can write T:Q T' if T separates A and T'. This relation is a quasi -order on the power 
set of the vertex set. Now we can force :Q to be a partial order calling sets primitive if 
they represent certain equivalence classes, as Halin [2] and later Sabidussi [5] and Polat 
[3], studying in detail an idea of Pym and Perfect [4], have done in different ways. But 
for each kind of primitivity the set of all primitive sets endowed with the relation :Q is 
a complete lattice, called Halin-Iattice (H-Iattice), Weak-separation-Iattice (W-Iattice) 
and Pym-and-Perfect-Iattice (P-Iattice) respectively. We compare the three types of 
primitive sets and prove that each complete lattice can be represented as an H -lattice 
and each P-Iattice as a W -lattice. Also we show by two examples that there exists a 
W-Iattice which cannot appear as a P-Iattice, and that there exists a complete lattice 
which cannot be represented as a W -lattice. 
The author is indebted to the referee, whose helpful suggestions shortened the proof 
of Theorem 5. 
For a graph G we denote the vertex set by V(G) and the edge set by E(G). Let Na(x) 
be the set of all neighbours of the vertex x in G and E(y; G) the set of all edges incident 
with yin G. 
A restriction X of a graph G is a subgraph of G for which x, y E V(X), [x, y] E E( G) 
always implies [x, y] E E(X) holds. For B s;; V( G) let G[B] be the restriction X of G, 
for which V(X) = B holds. 
A path W = (xo, ... ,xn) is a graph with V(W) = {xo, ... ,xn} (all Xi distinct) and 
E(W) = {[Xi-h xJi = 1, ... , n}. 
A circuit C = (xo, ... ,xn) is a graph with V( C) = {xo, ... ,xn} and E( C) = 
{[Xi-h xJi = 1, ... , n}u{[xm xo]}. The length of a circuit C is its number of edges. 
In the following three sections let G be a connected graph and As;; V(G) a fixed set 
of vertices. 
2. H -PRIMITIVE SETS (HALIN [2]) 
Let T s;; V (G) and W* (A, T) be the set of all paths W = (xo, ... , xn) such that Xo E A 
and xo, ... , Xn-l e T. The restriction of G to U W*(A, T) is called connection-graph from 
A to T (" Verbindungsgraph") and is denoted by G(A ~ T). If T's;; T", then G(A ~ T") s;; 
G(A ~ T'). Two sets T', T" are A-equivalent if G(A ~ T') = G(A ~ T"). Then each 
equivalence-class contains one smallest set of vertices, relative to inclusion, the set (3A(T) 
of those vertices which are adjacent to at least one vertex of G - G(A ~ T). If (3A(T) = T, 
then T is called an H-primitive set (relative to (G, A)). 
Let T', T" be two H -primitive sets and G(A ~ T') s;; G(A ~ T"), then each path from 
A to T" meets T', therefore T'separates T" and A. Now we can define a partial order 
":Q" on the set H(G, A) of all H -primitive sets: T':Q T" if and only if G(A ~ T') s;; 
G(A~ T"). 
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Then H(G, A) forms a complete lattice with respect to ~, called Halin-lattice (H-
lattice). Let Ti, i E I, be H -primitive sets, then 
and 
and 
inf Ti = (3A(U Ti) = T* 
ie/ iel 
G(A ~ T*) = U G(A ~ Ti); 
ieI 
sup Ti = T* 
iel 
here v E T* if and only if v is adjacent to at least one vertex of 
G -U G(A ~ T;). 
ieI 
3. W -PRIMITIVE SETS (SABIDpSSI [5]) 
Let GAT = U W*(A, T), called accessibility graph, then GAT is not necessarily a 
restriction of G like G(A ~ T). 
We denote the equivalence-class of all those T ~ V(G), which have the same accessibil-
ity graph GAT, by R(GAT) ={y E V(GAT)IE(y; G) ~E(GAT)}: Thus a set T is called 
W-primitive (relative to (G, A» if R (GAT) = T. Therefore W -primitive sets are only 
forced to separate edges, whereas H -primitive sets must separate vertices. 
Let T ~ V(G) and uA(T) = R(GAT), then it follows that ' 
UA({3A(T» = (3A(T), 
uA(T) = (3A(T) u{x E TING(x) ~ V(G(A ~ T» and NG(x) (] T ~ 0}. 
Therefore, every H -primitive set is also W- primitive and the classes relative to 
W -primitivity are refinements of the H -primitive classes, since GAT' = GAT" implies 
G(A ~ T') = G(A ~ Til). 
We now define the partial order "~" on the set W(G, A) of all W-primitive sets 
relative to (G, A) by T' ~ Til if and only if GAT' ~ GAT". Then ~ arises from the separation 
property as we have mentioned in Section 2, namely, each path from A to Til meets T'. 
Thus W(G, A) forms a complete lattice relative to ~, called Weak-separation-lattice 
(W-lattice), which contains the H -lattice as a meet complete sub-semilattice (Sabidussi 
[5, p. 720]). We get 
inf* Ti = UA(U T;), 
iel iel 
sup* T; = R(U GATi) 
i e l ieI 
for W -primitive sets T;, i E 1. 
4. P-PRIMITIVE SETS (POLAT [3]) 
Let W - (A, T) be the set of all paths W=(XO,Xl, .. . ,Xn ) such that xoEA and 
Xo, ... ,xne T, then GAT = U W-(A, T). Now we look at all those sets T which possess 
the same GAT. We represent such a class of sets by the single P-primitive set T, for which 
T ~ V(GAT) then holds. Therefore, a P-primitive set does not have to separate vertices 
or edges. For each T ~ V(G), 7TA(T) = T (] V(GAT ) is the P-primitive kernel of T. Hence 
7TA(UA(T» = UA(T), 7TA(T) = uA(T) u{x E TING(x) ~ V(G AT)}. Therefore every W-
primitive set is also P-primitive and the classes relative to P-primitivity are refinements 
of the W-primitive classes since GAT' = GAT" implies GAT' = GAT". 
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As we have seen before, the partial order " :Q", defined by T':Q Til if and only if 
GAT' £ GAT", refers to the above-mentioned separation property. peG, A), the set of 
all P-primitive sets, forms a complete lattice relative to :Q, the Pym-and-Perfect-lattice 
(P-lattice), which contains the W -lattice as a meet complete sub-semilattice (Polat 
[3, p. 730]). We get 
*inf ~ = '7TA (U ~), 
ieI ieI 
*sup Ti =R(U GAT,) U{X E V(G)/N G(X) = 0} 
ieI ieI 
for P-primitive sets ~, i E 1. 
The example in Figure 1 shows that in general the W-Iattice is not a sublattice of the 
P-Iattice, because sup*({b, c}, {c, d}) = 0 ¥- {c} = *sup({b, c}, {c, d}). 
By Figure 2 we see that the H -lattice is not a sublattice of the W -lattice, because 
sup({b, c, d}, {C, d, e}) = 0 ¥- {c, d} = sup*({b, c, d}, {c, d, e }). 
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5. THE PRIMITIVE SETS AND THEIR LA TIICE-CLASSES 
THEOREM 1. Every P-lattice can be represented as a W-lattice. 
PROOF. We show, that, if V is a P-Iattice relative to (G, A), we can change G to 
another graph G' such that V is a W-Iattice relative to (G', A). 
We choose a set Y such that: 
(i) V(G)n Y= 0, 
(ii) there exists a bijection 4J: V( G) -+ Y. 
Then let V(G') = V(G) u Y, E(G') =E(G) u{[x, y]/x E V(G)" y = 4J(x) E Y}. 
For a P-primitive T £ V( G) holds: 
T = (TA(T) u{x E T/NG(x) £ V(G AT)} = (TA(T) U T'. 
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Each x E T' separates, in G', only </>(x) from A, therefore T' ~R(G'.H)' Thus T = (]'~(T) 
relative to (G', A). 
On the other hand, let T be a W -primitive set relative to (G', A). Then T = (]' A (T) u T', 
whereas T' is the set of all those x E T, which separate only </>(x) from A. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a W-lattice VI which cannot be described as a P-lattice. 
PROOF. The lattice VI in Figure 3 is not semimodular in the sense of Szasz [6, 
p. 156], which means that for any non-comparable a, b E VI> the following holds: If 
inf(a, b) ~ x ~ a, then there exists t E VI with 
inf(a, b) ~ t ~ band inf(a, sup(x, t)) = x. 
{e, d} 
a 
(G, {a}) Vi. the W-Iattice relative to ( G, {a'} ) 
FIGURE 3. 
For VI we have: {b, c} ~{b, d} ~{b} and inf({b}, sup({c, d}, {b, d})) = {b}, a contradiction 
to semimodularity. Therefore VI cannot be a P-Iattice (see Polat [3, p. 750]). 
For the proof of Theorems 3 we need a lemma due to Escalante [1, p. 213]. 
LEMMA. Let (V', ~) be a complete lattice and \'I = {vi v E V'} with v = {x E V'lv ~ x}, 
then (\'I, ~) is isomorphic to (V', ~) and 
SUP(Vi) = U V. 
ieI ieI 
THEOREM 3. Each complete lattice can be described as an H-lattice. 
PROOF. (based on the methods of Escalante [1, Theorem 4, p. 213]). Let V be a 
complete lattice, then we show that there exists a graph G and A ~ V(G), such tl.at the 
H -lattice relative to (G, A) is isomorphic to V. 
First we change the partial order of V to its dual and get V', which is anti-isomorphic 
to V. Let 
sup(v)= 1, 
veV' 
We choose a set Y with 
(i) V' n Y= 0, 
inf (v)=O and V*= V'-{l}. 
veV' 
(ii) there is a bijection",: V' - {O} -+ Y. 
We then define the graph G by 
V(G)= V*u Y 
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B(G) = {[x, yJlx E V', y E Y and x E 'P-\Y)E V} 
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(where V is defined as in the lemma above). Thus edges exist in G exactly between those 
vertices x E V* and y E Y, for which", -\y);lSx holds. Hence G is a bipartite graph. 
Next we prove two statements: 
(i) Each v E V is an H -primitive set relative to (G, V*). 
(ii) Let T be an H -primitive set relative to (G, V*), then there exists a VT E V' with 
vT=T. 
PROOFS 
(i) Let v¥-0, 0 is always an H -primitive set, then "'(v) is incident with all those 
vertices x E V*, for which v;lS x holds. Therefore v separates '" (v) and V*. On 
the other hand, each subset of v does not separate "'(v) and V*. Thus v is minimal 
in its class. 
(ii) No element of an H -primitive set T can belong to Y. Thus T must be a subset 
- ~ 
of V*. Let y E Y be separated by T (T ¥- 0, because 0 E V), then '" - (y) S; T, 
because each neighbour of y must be an element of T. Hence it follows that 
u '" -\y) S; T, 
ye¥(T) 
where YeT) is the set of all those vertices, which are separated by T. Then 
u '" -\y) = T, 
ye¥(T) 
because each t E T is a membel' of some'" -l(y). Using the lemma we get T E V. 
Out of (i) and (ii) we get the bijectivity of V' and the H -lattice relative to (G, V*). 
Now VI :!E;lV2 is equivalent with G(V* ~ VI) s; G(V* ~ V2). G(V* ~ VI) s; G(V* ~ v2)means 
that VI separates V2 and V*. So V2 S; VI follows from this fact and vt. V2 S; V*. The inverse 
implication follows at once. Therefore, G( V* ~ VI) S; G( V* ~ V2) if and only if V2 S; VI. 
The second term is equivalent to V2~Vl. Thus VI ~V2 if and only if V2~V1. SO V'is 
anti-isomorphic to the H -lattice relative to (G, V*) and Theorem 3 is proved. 
THEOREM 4. Bach W-lattice can be represented as an H-lattice. 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. (Another proof of Theorem 4 is 
given by Sabidussi [5, p. 722J.) 
In Figure 4 we construct a lattice V2 , using the method in the proof of Theorem 3. 
V2 is isomorphic to V;. 
THEOREM 5. The lattice V 2 cannot be represented as a W-lattice. 
PROOF. We assume that there exists a graph G and As; V(G) such that V2 is the 
W-Iattice relative to (G, A). 
For eachR E W(G, A) and each x ER letRx = CTA«R -{x})u(Na(x)- V(GAR ». Now 
R ~Rx holds and, if S E W(G, A) is an upper neighbour of R, then there exists y E R 
with S = Ry. If Rx is not an upper neighbour of R, then there is an upper neighbour R x' 
of R with R ~Rx,~Rx and out of R ~Rx'~S ~Rx follows S = Rx. Hence GAR, - GAR = 
{[x, x']} and R x' - R = {x'} holds. x 
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Let Aa be an upper neighbour of A, then Aa·~Aa ~A for all a ' EA -{a} must hold. 
Thus A 5; {a, a'l. If A = {a, a'l, then Aa' is the only upper neighbour of A a, which 
contradicts the structure of V2 • Therefore A contains only the element a. 
LetB = Aa = (TA(NG(a». Then there are exactly two vertices x, x' E B withBx ~ B -{x}, 
Bx' ~ B _{x'}, because 
(i) each two sets By with this property are not comparable, 
(ii) if there exist less than two such sets, so sup*(By., By) = 0 for some y, y' E B or 
one Bz is an upper neighbour of each By (y ~ z). 
Both are contradictions to the structure of V2 • 
Also IBI.;;4 follows at once. 
Now (NG(x) nNG(x'»- V(GAB ) ~ 0, because otherwise sup*(Bx" Bx) = 0 or a circuit 
C with length ~ 5 through x, x' and therefore el, e2 E E( C) with sup*( V(el), V(e2» = 0 
exist. 
Let P = sup*(Bx" B x), then P5; (NG(x)uNG(x '» - V(GAB ), because x, x' eP, and the 
only upper neighbour of P is 0. Thus P={z} or P={y, y'} with G-GAP={[Y, y']}.1f 
P = {y, y'} then there exists a circuit C with length ~ 5 through x, x', a contradiction as 
we have seen before. So P ={z} = (NG(x) UNG(X'»- V(GAB ) because otherwise {z} and 
for example {x} have the supremum 0. Hence P is the common upper neighbour of 
{z, x}, {z, x'} and {z, x}, {z, x'} are upper neighbours of {x, x'} = inf*({z, x}, {z, x'}). This 
is also a contradiction and so Theorem 5 is proved. 
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